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BEACH X POOL X HOME X YOGA X OUTDOOR 



BALMY X SASKIA

Saskia Thuot, popular host, businesswoman, columnist, and
blogger, is recognized for her great authenticity. An
excellent communicator, she is a real jack-of-all-trades.
She has accompanied the Quebec public for nearly 25
years and likes to sow good around her. It is not surprising
to see her working in projects from the heart and bringing
happiness. Always guided by her instinct, the
businesswoman fell in love with the Quebec company
Balmy, whose mission is to ensure that women around the
world embrace a daily dose of adventure and sweetness.

Balmy is a magnificent collection of multi-purpose towels are
hand-loomed in Turkey with superior quality fabrics made from
100% OEKO-TEX certified ecofriendly fibers. The details of the
weaving and the craftmanship behind these towels make a big
difference in their quality, their durability and their incredibly soft
touch. What truly differentiates them though is the fact that even
though they are compact and lightweight, they remain super
absorbent and quick drying (they dry completely in minutes!).
They are also very large, sand free and offer a unique look! At
the beach, at the pool, after bathing, in yoga class or as a
comforter, you won't be able to go without it. 
So, how do you like your Balmy?



ZOE 

PINK |BLUE NAVY | BEIGE BEIGE | NAVY 

BEIGE | SOFT BLUE MINT | LIME SKY BLUE | AGEAN BLUE 

GREY |BLACK CORAL |NAVY

NAVY |RED



GABBY 

CORAL

DENIM
BLUE

CHARCOAL
GREY

TURQUOISE PINK

NAVY



LILY

VERMILION

NAVY



SERENA XL 

BLACK

BEIGE

CORAL

SILVER GREY

NAVY



LILO 

ORANGE

RED

BEIGE

TURQUOISE

YELLOW

GREEN LIME NAVY 



RAE 

POMEGRANATE

MINT & BLACK



GEORGIE 

CORAL

LIGHT GREY

MUSTARD



GIGI

LINEN & COTTON 

LINEN & COTTON 

MILOS



YELLOW

WILLOW 

NAVY

SEA GREEN

SILVER GREY

MINT



ARIEL 

BLACKWHITE



MELIA 

SILVER
GREY

SAGE BLACK



HAVEN 

BEIGE BLACK



LUNA XL

BLACK

CORNFLOWER
BLUE

VERMILION

BEIGE



AT A GLANCE
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OUR FABRICS
FABRICS
Each Balmy towel is handloomed in Turkey with premium
fabrics and will get softer and more absorbent with each
wash. This means you can use it as much as you like, it will
only get better with time! 

Our towels are eco-friendly and made from 100% OEKO-TEX
certified natural fibers. This certification confirms the
human and ecological safety of our products throughout the
entire textile value chain.

PREMIUM COTTON 
Our premium Turkish cotton is woven with longer fibers
which gives it the perfect balance between absorbency
and softness and makes it the best cotton to be used in
towels. This unique material also becomes softer, fluffier
and more absorbent with successive washings. As if it
wasn’t perfect enough already, sand doesn’t hold on to
it and it dries extremely fast.

BAMBOO
Our Bamboo fabric is the softest you’ll ever touch, so soft
in fact that you’ll want to sleep in it. It also has
antimicrobial properties referred to as “Bamboo Kun”.
These natural antimicrobial bio-agents help reduce
bacteria that thrive on materials as well as on the human
skin. Bamboo can also take up to three times its weight in
water, which makes it incredibly absorbent, yet it remains
fast drying.  
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